I mooched this concept from the instructor I had when I took a 3 day Final Cut
Training seminar. It’s been the most effective way to stress video/audio layers
and setting in/out points.
I don't know how detailed you want me to be, but I don't really have this written
down, per se. I suppose you could use this for Photoshop, too. I digress:
When I teach an intro to Final Cut, I address the concept of layering video and
audio and setting in and out points. First, the timeline:

I show them what V1,V2, A1/A2, etc. mean off to the left. Then, I tell them the
concept of layering (putting video on top of video).
It's like a pizza. What do you always start with when you make a pizza? The
crust. V1 is your crust.
What's next? The sauce (presumably). Not quite as important as the crust, but
still makes the pizza a pizza. You put your "sauce" (aka - b-roll) on V2. What's
after that? Cheese? Toppings? Those go on the next few layers. Important, but
not crucial (e.g. - lower thirds, motion graphics, etc.).
Next, put your pizza on the ground. What do you see first? The cheese. That’s
because it’s on the top. Same concept with FCP. If V3 is your top layer, then
that’s what you’re going to see over all of your video.

I then transition into the importance of setting in and out points. When you slice
up a pizza, what do you do? You make the first cut with the pizza cutter. That’s
your in-point in FCP. How big of a piece you want is determined by your second
cut. If you want the meatiest piece, you cut accordingly. That second cut is your
piece of the pizza. By setting an out-point in FCP, that’s your clip that you want to
use.
I love doing this lesson….especially around lunch time. It’s corny, but it works
every time.

